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. State intervention has reached a stage at which a new
formulation is required for the traditional press ethic based
upon a total separation of powers betweeh authority sand media.
We can no longer pretend that infbrmation or media enterprises
areutterly'private enterprises existing at the convergence
point of,supply and demand.

--Anthony'Smith
1

For a quarter century the dominant paradigm in the study of, the

relationships between press, society andthe state-has been Four

Theories of the Press',
.

mihcka§Serts that the major 'approaches are .

1r / :, !: .

representeby the liberta*', sogial, responsibfliiy,;authorftanian and. .

. ,

2- A0 Sovi,et/Comlbunist- theories. : 1:. -,0 .,
'0

.1m-the Westerii:democatic-world the,libertarian and 'social: respon-
,. . .

..

sibility theof-les have 'been doMinant*,',but these approach have..increas-
-, ..

,...

:'

..4ingly come..Under.attack Since they have failed to account ibi- pressures
.

.

.

. ,

and controls, on st4e press that ha've_disrupted'the marketplace for ideas

and-d4m4nished the appearance of diverse ideas and optnions.'The major

impetus for the criticismAas.been draiiiatiC newspaper:mortality and

concentration of Ownership, particularly in Nordic and Europ'ean nations

since the 1940s, that\have seriously impaired-the press' ability to'

carry out its role aO political forum and educator. ,

A review. of such concentration in-the U.S. newspeaper.industry, and
0

of the, ci.sting literature on the development, led Patrick Parsons to

conclude tint the creation anti maintenance,of economies of scale in the

newspapeti industry are the primary4cause of the decline of daily news-

-papers and of competing newspapers. 3
Parsons' work, which has received'

'l'ittle notice, showed that newspapers perate'in accordance with the.

primary functions, goals,and motivations of all industries in a capitalL'

ist free market system. He (so concluded that whenfaced"with

3



- difficulties in;the marketplace, papers made changes not to serve the-

' community !letter but to make the papers more salabler-efforts ultimately

, doomed-to failure, according to Lars Engwall, who has argued that only

by differentiating the content of audience of competing newspapers can

more than one survive in a given market.
4
The Commissionof the Eurbpean

Communities reached conclusions similar to Parsons,' in its individual .--

studies on pre'ss competition and concentration:.in European natiOns
f

-published in its Eyolut4on of CoRcenttationand.Competitidnries. -
,

Mortality and cOncentration.can be, Seen in all -iQdViries in which',
, ,

. 4

-t ./1
4 . .

subjectindividual enterprises are subject to'the market:forces of qe'.cap-:
.. . .

... , .

, ,
. - . . .italist economic syspdm. A reaTity of that system 'is that maximum

profits are` not -made in competition,witti other enterprises,, but ih the

absence of competition. Since newspapers are, withrare exception,

profit-making ventures--not pUblic information utilitiesr7it should not

besurprising that capitalistic market 'strategies have been pursued that
--

have spurred the decline of independent newspapers.

.These developments have disrupted, the forum of ideas in such a way

that tire introduction "and debate of divergent opinions' and ideas have

been significantly impaired. This has raised concern among pdlitical

scientists, sociologists,' journalists andothers interested in the-
. . 4

of newspapers to society 'and the political'process, 6

and has prompted them 'to retonsiderMiltop''s view 'of the marketplace of

ideas and the self-correcting aspects of the market. Supportelh of the, -

libertarian view of the market have long argued that'the market must be

"free" if it-is to operate according tolthe theory. George Koether'

typifies this view.when he says that "..,a 'market 'cannottruly be a

market unless it operates by the free choices. of its consumers"and'

.
zi.

1 4 1.

Az
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producers. 'If it is not free, it is7no longer a matket. 1,5
Proponents of

-)

this view recoOniA that government can,. interfere with freedom in the

market, but generally do not accept the idea that economic and social

pressures can be equally as devastating by removing free choices for

consumers and produders. Other libertarians, however, recognize the

-,insuificiency of that position, although they do not accept the inter-

, vention of the state to correct the problems.

Since the commercial nature of communication makes it difficult to

bring new ideas onto the scene and has resulted in actions that control

- :the marketplace, iilbeiOMes necessary to consider what has happened to

the marketplace since'it was desctibed:* andto take-Iction to

make the marketplace operate more freely once again. It is no longer

enougirto/argue that those with viewpdints not carried in'readily

1

available media should seek out other.meda for those views. With \'

subscriptions to a newspaper from another localit running as much as

.
$300 a year, news-magazine subscriptions reaching $50 a'year and

subscriptions to journals of opinion and specialty magazines costiflg

.

between $12-25'per year, one could easily spend $1,000 a year seeking

diversity, somethi9g well beyond the means of most individuals. And

libraries no longer offer the answer to the problem either since

ment cutbacks hav_e_caused them to reduce periodical subscription's at-the

expense of serials with unorthodox viewpoinfS%
A

Starting competing newspapers or periodicals with-significant

' distribution Is also-ot/t of the question because of the costs of labor,
11 5

. --- , ,
distribution, printing and editorial materials. "In a sprawling country, . . ,.

,,

, I,. .

like America, coverage in the mass media is the only meansigrgaining-g°

J.11
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a

day in the court of
public'opinion...A mimeograph machine pn't get the'

message across anymore," reminds one observer.
6.,

Similar conditions exist-in the other Western democraCies, leading

Jean Schwoebel-of -Le Monde to observe that "freedom of expression is
NA

given only to people-who can assemble formidable capital."7

The libertarian and social'responsibility theories ofthe press

have failed to account.or deal. with the decline in democratic partici-

pation and plurality of views available in the press, much less the

decline inn the number of new.spaper$.themselves. As a result, social

critics have been forced to reevaluate the newspaper milieu in recent

years.

In response to these concerns, two distinct bodies of thought have

-emerged. The first reflects the traditional liberal democratic view,

joined together with the capitalist, free-enterprise philosophy of

economics. It holds that the problems of the press are unfortunate, but

argues that government must still be prohibited from regulation or any

other involvement in the industry if.any freedom is to be preserved.

The second view is-more socially oriented, placing.greater significance

on'preserving°.the marketplace of ideas and allowing government to take
.

action aimed at preserving and promoting the role of the pness in the
A

"democratic process. It emerged out of democratic socialist ideology,
- \

which developed in Western Europe-at the,turn of the'tentury, was

absorbed into the ideologies of the SOcial Democratic and Socialist

parties and thbn was reVitalized and began sPr=eading.throughout the
'.

. . ..- .

-.democratic wonfd Since.the Second World War...

, :

Like the social
resI)onsibility,theorythe new democratic socialist

,.,

...

theory requires the media to_open avenues foiexPressipn of diverse.

. 11,

, .

O
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ideas and opinions..But,it;qoes further than.the Social responsibility

a

..
theory because it views the dangers of private control of an institution

iMPor,tani to soCiety'as.so potentially damaging that they must be. ,

.

.,ameliOrated by instituting -other-forms of ownership,,operation and._

management of media and state jr-Orvention in the economics of the

press.

Which of the two views is accepted by any individual depends on the,

perspectiie of the individual, say. Graham Murdock and Peter Gelding.

The key ques one of public intervention or
not. The argument is unavoidab)y political. On one hand the
free flew of market forces is viewed 6S" the roost justifiable
influence on the range and nature of.news"and views made
available by the press. On the other hand such 'forces are seen
as a simple reflection of the distribution of power in society
--a distribution which the press therefore comes to, rep4gsent
and thus to-reifforce..If this distribution of power.is seen
as unjust, then'so a're its consequences, and public and state
intervention ,inn- the affairs of -the press becomes a necessary
.course of action to rectify"such injustice. Which of these

* , views seen corVect-depends on how'one reads the.history of
the, press.

.

Under the deMocratic socialist approach, the preis' purpose,los to

provide avenues for expression of views by the public and to fuel
-

, .

political and social'i,debate necessary for the continued development of

democratic governan,e In this system the state takes action to ensure

the ability of citizens to'use,the press and to preserve and promote

media plurality. Ultimateii, ownership'under such a system would be

'public an not-for-profit, lireugh foundations; non-prOfit corporations,

journalist-operated cooperatives and other cellective organizations.

fr,

Democratic Socialist Theory.

Support forthe.state,intervention view has groin rapidly 'in

-Europe, especially during the late 1960s.and'tne 1970t.. Many`

fr --
,

4.,

)
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. governments in the Ewopean and Nordic nations have been asked to and

agreed to take.action in support of a.diverse press..
9

These actions

include a wide variety of efforts, such as limitations on ownership,

protective.legis)ationfAevelopment support, exemptions from certain

. taxes and the granting of subsidies'which are consistent with the

democratic socialist t ory of the press.

The-theory deparlis rom the traditional four theories of the press

bec'ause it is based on a socio- political theory, And philosophy thatihas
#

received its strongest support sincr the formulation of the four theor-
.

ies paradigm. The democratic socialist theory is 'a theory for democratic

societies, but differs from the libertarian and social responsibility

theories because of Undamental, diff4fiences in the view of the role,of

'state vis-a-vis'ociety. In-traditional Arig1O-Ameriean political sOciol-

ogy,' on which the libertarian and social responsibility theories are.

based, the.state is viewed as the enemy of the people and the word tie

itself had taken on a negative connotation.

In most of the Western democratic world,:and in much of the remain-.

der of the democratic world, the state ft viewed as a more respected
ft

institution, pursuing policies on behalf of its citizens as an open

democratit institution, and citizens and other institutions of society

are' generally supportive of that role. 'As a result, the state-is not

viewed with as great suspicion. This is reflected in the political and

'social institutions and programs of such societies and in citizens'

attitudes toward the role of the press. These'..views have developed to

the point they can be seen as a new theory of the press.

,

This theory of the press has arisen concurrently with evolutionary
-4 / . - .

:changes in Western thought and political participation during the latt
° -.

f
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I

hal'f-cehtbry that have led,to a reevaluation Iof the roles of the
,

t

individual, the state and other institutions in modern democracies. A

hybriaLphilosophy has developed out of this reconsideration of
.. ,,

......

socio-political theories that reasserts' the democratic pa rticipation of

individuals spheres of life that affect them.

The 'major impetus for thi$ philosophy arose from the changing

%. A
nature of the relationship between the state and econOmics caused by the

maturation of industrial capitalist society. This relat anshirhas

indreasingly denied citizens the ability to participate in economic
, .

decisions, spurred development of special interest groups and power.
:`

elites and led to a decline in.opportunities to effettively voice

opinions, occurrences that have denied citizens the ability tafully

partiCipate in poltica, economic and social decision making.

..:[T]he separation of economic and political power no
longer exists. Widespread narket failure has given rise, in
this century, to the'interventidnist state. ,Routinely,shap-
ing, correcting,- supplementing and replacing, the market
mechanism, the interventionist state is explicitIlicommitted
to ths'task of economic decision making. But the expansi n of
tate functions Mt not been - accompanied by a comparably

expanded system afsppular participation in government. It
, had, rather, the opposite effect:'palitical decisions have

been displaced toan administrative apparatus tat is depshed
_ from popular control,

"

two,politicil 'scientists recently observed.
10

. ,

. This. in'the UnitediStates has mirrored earlier develop-
, -

ments in the industrialized democracies of Western Europe. There it

spprred consideratign of the emerging. philosophy that combined the right L.

of democratic participation in political, econom* and social spheres of

life into a philosophy called democratic socialism,(termed economic.

^\idemocracy by those specifically concerned with its economic aspects kid

4
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by others who prefer to employ a description that does,not include the

often misrepresented and misunderstood word "socialist.").

This view, of democratic participation in all areas of society arose

mainly out of the works of theorists and critics in the'hi9hly industri-,
.

alized Western democratic nations and a few progressive, industrialized

socialist states in Eastern Europe.

No single volume has'yet/Provided a comprehensive discussion ote

democratic socialist, ideology, or the role of the press in democratic
A

societies operating with such ideology, but a developing body of thought

has begun to emerge during the past two decades; building 06 the turn-

of-Oe-ecentury works ofearly democratic socialists such as Eddard
,

ternstein.11 Peter Gay noted the renewed interest in democr;tic soda)-
`44114..

ism,in the 1950s and exploNd the impact. of Bernstein on its_ideology in

tyfirstmajor Americarkstudy, which pointed out the ,difficulty of

trying to bring about radical social changed by democratic means.
1

Michael Harrington, founder of ,,the Democratic Socialists of America,

hasibeen the most prolific writeron the subject inthe United States

and has produced several books that deal with aspeCts=bfthe philos-
.

14ophy,13 as has Irving Howe:, Journals such as Democracy,.The Democratic
,

. -

left, Dissent and Socialist Revi'w have also carried articles that have

. contributed -to the emerging view of democracy in all spheres'of Society.

The.most significant contributjoth have emerged from the works on

t

economics by-Carole Pateman15 and Branko Horvat. 16
A variety of other

4.,

'writers have offered paradigms for putting .the economic theory into

practice, with useful works being proddcdd by Jaroslav Vanek,17 and

Martin Carnoy and, Derek Shearer.
18

,An introductiOn to this aspect of

democratic socialism was recently published in Journal of Communication

-10



i, f -k . . .,y Inquiry. In if% Beverly James broadly and inclusively defined ecoliomic
, . N.

. N

democracy as . . ,x .. . .
s. A A

N

6 .. I e*

....one element in the vision of. a self-governing, self' -man-

.aging society, a society in which the concept of democracyis
extended to'embrade all spheres bf social life. Its fundamen-,
tal aim is the construction of a more equitable i'hrdemocrati
society through the democratization of the economic sphere.
The same rationale thattsuppofts the democratization of'
politics supports the democratization of economics: a human-
istic belie-in the inherent rights of all- people to intimate,
effectirparticipation in major tiecisicins affectingtheir
lives.

1 .

This democratic. socialist view attempts to blend power elit, and ,

spluralisk political theory with the 'class theory of society. Thjs,is
,,

\ac6omplished Ely.pofnting out the dpbilitafing:effects Of powerlites

and- insfitUtinalized interest groups on- the democratic, protest, white
-

at the same time drawing from the two hepries ideas and concepts that

-r

,

.

' support clatsical democratic construt s--7yihich have already been incorp-1
.,. ..

e-orated.with class theory in fdrmatiOn of basic democratic socialist
20 .

ideology. t ___...,-

. 4,

Such an amalgamation of philosophical and, ideological concepts into

Va broadened ideology 'of democratic socialism'is fraught with apparent

contradictions, something ideological purists sin-elite, pluralitt and

class theory Vamps hasten'to point-out: Their criticisms focus on the

fact that a pragmatic, activity oriented ideology it created that does

not Amatically adhere to some of the'rather rigid and, oftentimes,.. .

dated tenets of class, pltralist, elite and classical democratic theory.

..Democratic socialist theory attempts to bridge the schism of pol-
.

itical and social theory. in modern democratic societies caused by the

democ atic revolution, which sought to endow 'man-with equality, and the

indust ialTcapitatist revolutiot Which moved.away from..equality through

4
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'the development and maintenance of distirict social ,classes, unknown in'

prior ages, based on capital and employment.

Tom BOttomore describes two stages of the democratic Movement that

aee useful in explaining the, the,goals of democratic social ism.,The

first was the revolution whichibrougtr about the concept Of liberal'

democracy, a partial democracy that seta competitiVe political system

in place that eorilpemented'the growing competitive market Atnomy of
4

. .

developing capitalism. The second stage, he 4 sseqed-, is-the extension
. . t .

,

of democratic participati-o6to other areas oesocial '41ife.ti
. .

. . ,

1

r
4

A
r. ,

.

A weakness of liberal democracy is its )imited scope, which' /

tro

' generally pefrilits th'e deMooracy to operate only in the political .arena
I. - I

.
and.does not ,extend- demoeratic participation to such areas as the

, .

.

,
.

economy or social .1 jfes in general : 'This is- the first stage 'Of democracy
(A

a
,

in Bottomore's model and adherents ,to,'such phOlosophy leek to halt

(democratic development, here. They recognize that &',:iciety may jnfldence

I $e , .

% I P. 6 '4
the state and. shduld

3

belabAo. alter it,,but rtjett the conoept.of the
1`

t40 . ' ( t, 4

4 state being all °whit). influence and ter society, even . jf 'the majrity:
.

:
.

. . --\,..

, . ,

Of citizens 'wish it -ko dd so. . . m
? ,mr ,, .

. .,,- ,
.

C

'

Democratit
.N

takea much, broader view of deriloCraCy, much

cloSer to the classical' doctrine which J.A. .Schdhipter, described as a-
.

. movement that tries to constantly extend'Ahe area.within which the
. -., 1 . ,

. -,

4. members df society govern by participating fullyinwthe governance of
. ,

thei r '1 ives .q-Thi s represent's the second pa ist df. BottoMore ' s. paradigm.

finde democratic social.ism, societyseeks to provideAthe.abil'ity for the
: .

, -

second stage of the- derhocratic movement. to 'succeed-=the 'politi.61:-and
1-,

i\

social dominance of the most numerous class, the,working class, and-the

-

'. -',,.,

. . ..

.4*,

A

traiasformtion of the market,eton6my into a socialist economy.
,

,

.4441,

2
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Democratic socialists, however, are not statist ,in' their approach

t4-s6ciety and are critical of -centralized bureaucratic administration

of economic, political and other aspects of social life as seen in most

-so- called socialist regimes in the world today. They are also critical

of the state monopoly capitalist societies found in Western nations that

pursue policies ;that promote centralization of decision making, bureau-

cratization and regulation of society by the few.
.

9
.

\he difficulties posed by an overriding belief in the democratic

process and a belief that fundaMental_changes need to occur in society

present a great "dilemma" to democratic socialists; Gay has rightly

pointed out. This means that they are often forced-to choose between
4

following their principles, supporting the democratic process and

gaining their objectiies very, slowly, or rejecting principles, seizing

power and bringing apout immediate chinges.23 In the Western world,

democratit socialists have to data chosen principle over power and

continue,to work for change within existing dempdtatic political insti-

'tutions.

In the past two decade's, social and political scientists in demo-
.

.

cvtic nations have begun to view the evolving tenets of, democratic

socialithil as a possible answer to governmental, economic and social

. pressures on the press that control the content of messages carried and
- ,

reduce the opportunity for diverse opinions andwiews to be disseminat-
e:.

ed. As a result, many Western democratic societies have permitted their

governments to intervene in the marketplace of ideas by taking a'variety

of steps to maintain and, promote media 00 message -plurality, to ensure

press accountability to-society; to provide public access to the press

13



and to open avenues for the public and journalists to participate in

management decisions.

This concerted intervention in the previously sacrosanct realm ofa

the press was made under the assumption that economic, political'and

social forces have acted and developed to such a State that they have-.

reduced the opportunity for diverse ideas and opinions to be introduced

into themarketplacea_result threatening the very. basis of democracy--

informed citizen. participation.

Mihailo Markovic has alto argded the importance.of opening commun-

ication,lv removing constraints on ideas and opinions.
oa

`...The genuine general will of the people can be formed only
through open 'communication,

free expression of criticalopinions, and dialogue. 'It is blear then, that any monopolyover the masS media (either by big business, or the churCh, orthe state, or the party) must be dismantled. Such a monopoly
enallles a ruling elite to manipulate the rest of the pop-ulation, to create artificial needs, to impose its ideology,-and to construe its selfish particular interests as thegeneral Ones. Therefqq the mass media must be-free and
genuinely socialized.

Beverly James has laid the groundwork for exploring means of

democratizing the economic aspects of media,,arguing that self-manage-
ment arlownership.a)k crucial' to making the media more responsive to

public needs.25 Since serious exploration of media from the.democratic

socialist perspective has only recently begun, her work is useful by

pointing out the needs and possible directions for future study. fio

More recently; James and Hanno Hardt suggested economic democracyra

at a framework-for
redefining the nature of the press in Western societ-

ies. They argued that glernments should strengthen weak newspapers and

halt concentration of ownership, and.that new types of ownership of

newspapers should be encouraged. 26

8
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Vincent Mosco and Andrew Beeman have recently argued radical
and neo-Marx ftheories and research on capitalist

societies provide

'methodology for analyzing fhe communication industry dialecticapy and
that they can be used toprovide ideas for democratizing

communicatiOn'
in Western nations.27

.Under the democratic
socialist view, media can be truly democratic

..,only if they are removed frgm the private sector, spared the effects of
4

economic competition, freed from restraints and pressures-- whatever the

source--and induced to provide the Capacity for citizens to communicate

*effectively with other citizens. These condions inclutle the require-
ments of the traditional

Western liberal view of press freeiom, i.e.,
the absence of government restraints or undue interference With commun-
ication of opinion and viewpoints. But the democratic

socialist model
combines these negative liberty characteristics, i:e. the absence of

'governmental. restraint and interference, with positive liberty

characteristics, i.e., action beingpkeh to promote conditions that
"will allow a(iree exchange of ideas among all citizens. This represents
anew direction in communication theory, resulting from development of
the concept of positive press freedom.

28

uln the realm of
communication, democratic socialiStss attempt to

,combine their IN'ld political ideology with the communication th)Nory of
society. The lliter theory introduced in the United States in the

, 1920s by the "Chicago School," led by theorists such as Charles Horton,,,

Cooley and John Dewey, who postulated that the rise of mass demoI cratic

politics was made possible El communication media that intricately

linked local communitiees to larger society as a whole.29



,

Morel'recently, that theory has received renewed consideration by

members of-the "Frankfurt School," made up of critical theorists such as

Leo Lowenthal, Theodor Adorno and 'argen.Habermas, who argued that
,

, communication Media indeed played a significant role in the rise of

'politics and public discourse, but that in recent years communication

media have been the caus.e.,of the decline of such mass politics and

discourse ,because of economic and other constraints placed on them that

have eroded the prospects of media being used to create a truly demo-(

cratic society.3°

This problem was recently addressed by Ed McLuskie, who noted the

rising support for viewing

..democracy from accommunication point of view: this means
that democracy is understood as a form of politics animated'by
and through general public discourseo politics whereby
public discussion and debate are free to make a diffetence:-A
,necessarycondition for the realization of such a poliliCs ig
that neither society:, as a multttUde of private interests, nor
the state, as the agency for public policy, systematically
subordinates general public discourse.

To achieve S'uch.a condition would require changing the emphasis of

communication from the use of media for one-way, "down" communication
o

from elites, economic interests, etc., to a two-way system based on what

could be called 'citizen-communicators" and "citizen- receivers-

communicators."

Commercial communi>ion media, and even state-operated and

controlled media, based on one-way information flow are inimical to the'

interests of democracy because they inhibit two-way information flow, a

basic necessity for the development and maintenance of democratic

societies. Withot Vie effective ability for citizens and groups to use

media to freely voice theft ideas, opinions and concerns, democratic

societies cannot survive or further democratic development because
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econoMir, political and,c14ss elites are afforded the opportunity to
.

-control information and thus' shape and direct MT-ceptions and opinions

of the masse's is'ways which reduce diversity of ideas, tolerance of
. 1

alternate opinions and democratic participation in all aspects of

society. '

The modern ideal of individual political freedom and participation

in the governante of society is only three centuries old and has never

Al7

of liberty in that it maintains that individual liberty must be protect-

ed not only from state encroachment but also from the encroachment of

1

,^

,

remained a static,programCfor democracy, but has been continuously

adapted in the,environments in which it has opefated. Democratic

socialists belil in the importate of indi44dual liberty a6 that such

liberty 4mst.not be unduly limited by any institutions of society. This

ideology, however, departs from the traditional Anglo-American concepts

other individuals and the economic and other institutions of society:

The press is an important aspect of this individual liberty and

must not be fetteredif individuals are to have the opportunity to seek
O

high degrees of self actualization and participation in society. Ljub-

omir Tadic points out.the integral role media have to play in democratic

socialist society:
.

An essential need of the workers' movement, therefore'is
social criticism, which the proletariat rigorously applies to
itself as -well, in the form of self-criticism. In that sense;
the role of the public, the widest political, democracy, and
freedom of of initiatih, assemy and the press becomes second
nature in socialist society.

Since media are viewed as a crucial institution of society, pro-,

widing.information-and a forum for dOate, it ts understandable that
,

democratizing the media should be a major gbal for democratic societies.

The importance of a truly free Tress,has been recognized since the --
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earliest days of socialist thought. Karl Marx h4self acknowledged 'the
.

importance of a free and vigorous presses

A free press is everywhere the open eye,of the national,
spirit, the embodied confidence of the people in itself, the
verbal bond that ties the individual to the state and the-
world, the incorporated culture which transforms material

,

struggles into ,spiritual struggles and idealizes the crude,
materialized form. It is the heedless confeSsion a people .

before itself, and confession, as is known, has liberating
power. It is the spiritual mirror in which the people observe
themselves, and self-observation is the first condition of
wisdom. It is the spirit of the state which can be carried
into ever hut, cheaper than material gas. It is versatile,
the most modern and all knowing. It is the ideal world which
always originates in the reel world and flows into it again,
giving life, as an ever richer spirit,

be observed. But he also recognized that such a free press was not

without problems. "Bear in-mind," Marx.said, "that the advantages of

freedom of the press'cantot be enjoyed without toleration, of its ipcon-
,

0

Neniences. There are no roses without thorns. V_
The democratic socialist theory of the press hat been drawn from

suggestions for improving the press that have been offered by ea wide

variety of ;individuals with a wide range of ideological backgrounds. It

incorporates libertarian, liberal and socialist views of press freedom

and re irementsbf the prdss in democratic society to form its !Mil-

osophy and define its requirements.;

It As a distinctly different view of the /press than that offered by

: other theories of the press. Under the democratic socialist theory the

press are not an instrument for private owners--as they are under

libertarian, social responsibility and authoritarian theories--or of the

government--as they are under the Sbviet/communist theory of therpress. .

Instead, under democratic socialist theory, media' are viewegeas insiru-

ment of the people, public utilities through which their aspirations,

ideas and criticisms of the state and society may be disseminated.

41.
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This view' presuppOses that in democracies freedom of the press is a

right of the people', not a privilege provided solely to those who on or

control the means of conveying information. ,freedom of the press is

viewed as an extension Of the righof free expression,'Trovidirig the

ability to express vi'ews fully without restraints being imposed by any

elite. In the early stages of most democratic societies, the major enemy

to such liberty is viewed as government, which has exercised consider-

able restraint of the press in the pas Not surprisingly, when social

and political philosopherssuch as Thomas Hobbes and John Locke posited

their views on democratic society, they saw government as' an inherent 1.

threat and supported the ideas of negative liberty, particularly in

relation to the process of expression.

Proponents of positive press freedom actions now view Western

society after more than two centuries of democratic tradition and see

new and ,rising dangers to the democratic process that are every bit as

threatening as an unsympathetic-state. Rousseau argued that society may

enter,areas of liberty from which it normally separates itself in order,

to promo.te:breater societal interests. Supporters of positive press

freedom extend this argument to say-that the state must step in to

adjust the structures and economic systemS of privately-owned 'media,

even if it requires Compelling them to act against their wishes, to

ensure the means by which the democratic process of individual expres-

sion can operate.

The democratic socialist view of'press freedom attempts to take

into account the variety of limitations possible on liberty and seeks to

reduce them--whatever their source. ThR expanded view of press freedom

under the democratic socialist theory of the press attempts to ensur

(.4)
A. 4,
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citizen equality in voicing opinions and viewpoints and in efforts to
playa significant part in the decisions of a democratic

society.
At its highest level of development,

the democratic socialist
theory would remove mediafrom private owneship (opting for some form
of societal ,or .non- profit operation),

would ensure public access, news-
room autonomy and democracy and media plurality and would shield the
pres's from economic, governmental and social restraints that, act to
reduce the diversity of ideas and opinions available.

34

The fear of government pressure and control
diminishing freedom of

expi*ession is not without basis, but neither is -fear of diminished

freedom of expression caused by economic pressures Ad controls. Pro-
tponents of democratic

socialism believe that the effeCts of diminished
freedom of expression from either of these causes is equally damaging
and reduces the ability of citizens to seek self.determinition

through
the democratic procesS.

To it by idly arguing
that government should not interfere in the

press in order to preserve press freedom,
whjle,economics; pressure

gmps and
newspaperowners-ditively destroy the basiC requirements of

press freedom is counterproductive and leads to a' continuing loss of'
press freedom. Of all tht institutions of society, only government has
the ability.to step into. the iNech:apd

halt the loss oi press freedom.

Amore critical evaluation of demOcratic socialist dforts, how-
ever, requires one to point out that proponents currently accept pr et
systems based onprivate ownership,operaied for the purpose of acquir-a . . 7
ing profit, although democratic socialist eventually hope to remove

3
media from private hands. Despite the apgirently democratic .arguments
for present tate intervention in the marketplace

oideas', such aid

20

°
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cannot be wholly praised and accepted by democratic socialists since it

does not strike at the heart of the issue-.-private ownership of an

essential institution of society. At best, current state intervention is

a vehicle by which media plurality can be preserved and a tempoi-ary

means of sustaining some press freedom. This
once again:typifies the

4
dilemma democratic socialists face because' of tileir ideology of evolu:

tion4py, r herthan
revolutionary, change in democratic societies. AS

How'one'vfews the.efforts to implement the democratic socialist
.

11theory of the press s.inherently wrapped up in the questidns of polit-

ical and social ideology. If one believes in an Unfettered free enter-

prise system and that only government can truly threaten press freedom,
4-Athe democratic'sdcialisgtheory

will be vieweelitt a severe restraint 115n

and inferferefirce# in the marketplace. If one is a supporter'of even the

social*esPonsibility theory, the democratic socialist alternative will
a be unpalatable since it puts even less faith in,the idea that truth

will ultimately triumph in thetommercial marketplace df ideas. An

uncompromising socialist will fikewise disapprove of such efforts since

they accept a middle ground
.

pot reqdiring media to be immediacaely

wrested from private hands.

The:middle course selected by the proponents
of democratic social-.

.

.isMOsanot surprising, h.owever, tinceithe view deVeloped and 'was first

implemented in nations pursuing state capitalism and "responsible"

competitive strategies: :The blending of ideologies into the new theory

can be viewed as a step in the direction of popular itccess to,and

control of the media, a'development that may lead to true democratic'

ownership and operation of the means of dis,seminating information and.
opfiiion in the-lUture.
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